
 

 

Term 4 Newsletter May 2021 

 

Dear Parents,  

It’s been absolutely fantastic to be back at work and see the full return of all of our families – the children have 

all seemed to be just as excited as the staff, and as ever, have proved to cope amazingly well with all the changes 

to their routines – we couldn’t be prouder! 

I would like to welcome all of the new families who have joined us since our full return in February. We have 

been wholly impressed with how amazingly the children have transitioned into the new environment. 

 

Staffing 

 

We would like to welcome Leanne Gallacher and Erin Tazzar to Summers.  

Leanne has joined our 0-2 room as a Nursery Assistant, and has lots of experience with children, having 4 of her 

own! Leanne will be working part time on a Tuesday and Thursday afternoon and a full day Wednesday.  

Erin has joined our pre-school team on a full -time basis. Before starting at Summers, Erin spent a year studying 

childcare at college and gained her NC in early education and childcare.  

Both staff members are now present at drop off and pick up so you will all be introduced to them.  

 

Tegan has retuned to Summers as part of our relief team and we also now have Laura Nicholson. Laura is 

currently at Robert Gordons studying for a masters in Jewellery design.  

 

Lauren Dempster and Katie Smith will start at Victoria street on a relief basis in May. Lauren is currently at college 

studying Early Education and Childcare and Katie has just finished her second year of studying primary education.  

 

Staff training 

 

Steph Wood and Niamh Barnes have now started their studies at Aberdeen University, studying for a BA in 

Childhood Studies. Both girls are doing this course online and continue to work full time at Summers. The current 

focus of their studies is developing a chosen area in their respective rooms. Both girls will make changes they 

feel may add to the children’s experiences in these areas and carry out observations on how these changes have 

been effective.  

 

Louise Thompson in our 2-3 room has successfully achieved her SVQ level 3, becoming a fully qualified Nursery 

Practitioner. Louise has worked extremely hard to gain her qualification, well done Louise!! 

 

Erika Robertson in our 0-2 room is finishing up her level 3 and her tutor expects her to be finished and qualified 

by the beginning of May! 

 



As we are unable to attend training courses in person, the staff have been undertaking their core training online. 

Our core training courses include Child Protection, Infection Control, Food Hygiene, Paediatric First Aid and 

Manual Handling.  

 

All about me/contact details  

 

Thank you to all parents who have returned their child’s ‘All about Me’ and updated contact sheets. These ‘All 

about Me’ sheets show the staff what your children enjoy at home and there can be some differences to their 

likes at nursery compared with home which is good for us to be aware of. It’s also great to look back on previous 

sheets to see the amazing developmental progress the children have made.  

If you have not returned your updated contact sheet, or have had a change of details, please send these 

immediately as it is essential our records remain up to date.  

 

This term’s learning experiences 

 

The children have been engaging in a range of experiences this term – one surprise experience which was 

enjoyed by all rooms was the snow we had rather late into the year! This created much excitement! We had 

snowmen, snow angels and snowball fights! We even took the snow indoors to explore! 

 

We have also celebrated lots of birthdays this term. Nicola, our wonderful cook, has made cakes for all of the 

birthday children and the rooms have celebrated individually with lots of fun games and dancing.  

 

0-2 room 

 

We have had a number of new children joining us this term in our 0-2 room, and the staff have been working as 

a team to make the transition into their new environment as happy and smooth as possible. Knowing the 

children’s likes and dislikes is a big part of this, and although parents have been unable to enter the building, 

this has not affected the level of communication between staff and parents both verbally and electronically. This 

has really allowed us to plan effectively for transitions.  

 

One area of focus for this year’s Development plan is the children’s individual interests (links to SHANARRI – 

respect – to be heard and involved in decisions which affect them.)   

The 0-2 room team use the interest of a group of children to plan responsively. This particular group of children 

still love the baby shark song (amazingly, after such a long time!) and will often point to the music and movement 

area to indicate they would like it on. The staff looked at how they could extend this learning for the children 

and planned a group art and craft activity. The children worked together using paint and collage materials to 

create a giant baby shark for a fabulous bright wall display. Now, when the children are up dancing, they will 

point to the shark and shout “baby shark.” They now know all the actions and other children have been 

encouraged to join in and are learning the actions. This creates fantastic opportunities for social development, 

encouragement of speech and communication, recognition and also motor skill development. The staff have 

really enjoyed planning in this way – it has really highlighted what effective communicators the children are, 

even when their speech is limited.  

 

The children have enjoyed a range of sensory activities this term, which encourages them to explore different 

smells, sounds and textures. Our sensory baskets always prove to be very popular with the children. A staff 

member will usually take these out with just a small group of children so they can focus on discussing what they 

are feeling or hearing, which allows them the opportunity to explore at their leisure. 

Not all sensory play is quite so calming and quiet! Crazy foam is a huge favourite with the children, and as well 

as being an exciting texture for them to explore, it is also fabulously messy! Not all children enjoy getting their 

hands stuck in to this type of activity and this is where the staff look to plan for individual needs. Some children 

however are still very curious of the play, and staff will provide utensils such as paintbrushes or spoons so that 

they can still get involved whilst also having their needs met.  

 



Easter and Spring have been a big focus in the 0-2 room and this involved lots of arts and crafts using a variety 

of materials to promote choice, which included an egg hunt in a sand tray filled with sawdust and also some 

interactive learning. Rachel created a bunny with the children with a poly pocket in the middle of the bunny’s 

stomach. The children were encouraged to feed the bunny and watch as the carrots they fed it entered its 

stomach. Not only was this a fun activity, it taught some of the older children about the types of foods rabbits 

eat and also what happens to our food when we eat it.  

 

 

2-3 room 

 

As ever, the 2-3 room have been super busy with new topics and learning experiences this term.  

 

The children have recently been busy planting to brighten up our garden area. Steph took small groups of 

children out at a time to ensure the children were engaged throughout and each got a turn. Throughout the 

activity, Steph discussed with the children what they would be doing. She asked questions about what the plants 

may need to help them grow and also what types of wildlife this may bring into the garden. This gives the children 

a sense of responsibility, having something they have worked hard at to look after. We can’t wait to see some 

beautiful flowers appearing in the near future.  

 

The conversation about wildlife carried on back in the room, and the children decided they would like to create 

butterfly pictures, which encourages colour recognition and fine motor skill development. This activity linked 

into the children’s topic of mini beasts.  One of the activities the staff organised looked at recognition and 

identification, and also encouraged the children to work as a team. The children were given a mini beast checklist 

and had to work together to locate the mini beasts hidden around the room. Once found, the children were then 

able to tick this off their checklist.  

 

Dinosaurs was a very popular topic which involved, along with staff, creating a mind map of what the children 

already knew about dinosaurs. This included “dinosaurs eat apples maybe”, “dinosaurs have sharp teeth” and 

“pterodactyl’s fly.” Including the children in the group planning and looking for their input is a great way to give 

them a sense of pride and build their confidence in speaking in groups.  

 

Daily activities have included playdough – which the children made themselves – introducing early numeracy 

and science. Sand play gave the opportunity for the children to explore and demonstrate different schemas, in 

particular the transportation schema, using utensils and buckets to move the sand from one area to another. 

Problem solving and fine motor skill development have been encouraged through the use of the wooden inset 

puzzles and jigsaw puzzles. The children have really impressed us with the large puzzles they are able to complete 

independently! (pre-birth -3 – respect – to have the opportunity to participate and enjoy a range of 

experiences.)  

 

 

3-5 room 

 

The pre-school room never cease to amaze us with their extensive knowledge of the topics they are learning 

about, and is massively focused around responses, interests and ideas from the children. This may be simply one 

child coming into nursery in the morning telling the staff about something exciting they saw, and looking at 

further research, either with that child individually or as a group.  

 

In line with all the work going on out at the back of the nursery with the creation of a the new road, the children 

decided to design and make a big road with cars, people and traffic lights, and had lots of fun calling out the 

colours of the lights, with their friends having to do the correct action (stop, go). This was a fun activity which 

also involves awareness of road safety! The staff also added diggers to the sand tray and a letter game in the 

tuff tray, spelling out words relating to roads, developing letter recognition. 

 



Pre-school have been continuing with their ‘letter of the week’ group times in order to introduce early literacy. 

These involve the children creating mind maps and discussing which words they know beginning with a specific 

letter. This is always very exciting for the children whose name begins with the letter of the week! 

 

Sensory play has also been a feature in the pre-school room this term. It’s great to see how the staff adapt one 

experience to suit different age groups and developmental levels. The staff created sensory boxes in which the 

children had to use their imaginations and problem-solving skills to discover which mystery object was hidden 

in the box, using only their sense of touch.  

 

Role play as always is so popular, using the house corner and dressing up clothes to create different role play 

scenarios. This term the children have opened their very own beauty salon and hairdresser, as well as a 

newsagent’s.  

 

Space and Aliens was a popular topic the children explored, where they participated in alien themed puzzles, 

using their problem-solving skills to match the pieces of the alien pictures back together. We also had two alien 

hunts, where the children had to search through shredded paper and the garden to find all of the hidden aliens.  

The children worked together to help paint a big planet for our new wall display, which they named “Planet 

Coco.” They also decorated individual aliens and made a fantastic wall display.  The staff set up a space activity 

in the tuff spot where the children joined together various straight lines with buttons to make different kinds of 

stars.  

The children made their own rockets using the letters of their name, having to find all the letters that they had 

in their names from a big pile of random letters... it was quite hard as we discovered some letters look the same! 

 

Weather appropriate clothing 

 

We have had a wide range of weather over the past few weeks, however hopefully given recent temperatures, 

we are heading for lots more sunny days!  

Please ensure your child is provided with weather appropriate clothing – a sun hat is an essential, and one should 

be provided to be kept at nursery with your child’s name on it.  

The nursery provides sun cream (Nivea kids factor 50) however, if you would prefer your child not use the 

nursery sun cream, please ensure you provide your own bottle. This must be at least factor 50, and contain no 

nuts in the ingredients.  

We also still require waterproof clothing throughout summer as unfortunately we do get a lot of rain and it is 

important the children are able to access outdoor play in all weathers.  

 

Covid-19 

 

Please continue to follow social distancing, wash/sanitise hands, and wear a face covering at drop off/pick up 

times. It is vitally important that children do not attend nursery if they are unwell. If your child develops any of 

the 3 most common symptoms of Covid-19 then go to NHS  https://www.gov.uk/getpcoronvirus-test to arrange 

to have your child PCR tested by the NHS immediately, informing the nursery management team. Do not visit 

your GP, pharmacy or hospital, and your child and household unit must self-isolate. Please refer to our Covid-19 

Policy for the 3 most common symptoms of Covid-19 which are:-  Fever/high temperature (37.8 degrees C or 

greater), A cough, Loss of, or change in, sense of smell or taste (anosmia). Guidance can be found at:- 

https://www.nhsinform.scot/illnesses-and-conditions/infections-and-poisoning/coronavirus-covid-19  Parents 

must also be vigilant to other signs of their child feeling unwell, and contact their GP for advice regarding any 

other symptoms their child develops which may indicate covid-19. Please also seek immediate medical advice 

from your GP if your child experiences any unusual tiredness/fatigue. 

 

Medication 

The nursery will not accept any medicines which contain Paracetamol/Ibuprofen etc which are used to reduce 

fever eg Calpol/Nurofen, as these can mask a temperature. Please refer to our Covid-19 Policy for further 

information re medication. If your child develops a high temperature at home, then you must still arrange a 

https://www.gov.uk/getpcoronvirus-test
https://www.nhsinform.scot/illnesses-and-conditions/infections-and-poisoning/coronavirus-covid-19


Covid-19 test even if you administer fever reducing medication which would artificially bring down the 

temperature.  

Please do not give your child any medication which contain Paracetamol/Ibuprofen etc which can mask a 

temperature prior to them coming into nursery. If you child is teething, we advise teething gels/powders which 

are a good alternative and can be taken into nursery.  

Your child must not attend nursery until 24 hours have passed after a first dosage of antibiotic. 

 

Diarrhoea/Vomiting 

Please note that if your child has had diarrhoea or vomiting then they must remain at home until 48 hours after 

the last episode. 

 

 

Upcoming Events 

 

We are in the process of doing the pre-school reports and will be arranging times for your appointments using 

your pre-chosen methods, either virtually/by phone. These will take place throughout May. We will then move 

onto the 2-3 room and then the 0-2 room. 

 

We will be doing lots of mini sports events throughout the week 28th June in the garden which will replace our 

normal Sports Day. This will involve a variety of races and obstacle courses for the children to take part in as 

individual rooms. Sponsor forms will go out for Charlie House https://www.charliehouse.org.uk/  which is a local 

children’s charity which supports babies, children and young people with complex disabilities and life limiting 

conditions in the North East of Scotland. 

 

Graduation this year will take place as usual at the end of June. This will be a pre-recorded ceremony available 

for parents to access via the ILD. 

 

Claire will be returning from her time at Kintore very shortly. I have really enjoyed my time as Manager, however 

I am super excited to get back into the 0-2 room and working with the babies again!  

In the meantime, if I can be of any help, please contact me by email or telephone. I am also more than happy to 

have a chat through the office window if the matter is not private.  

 

Kind regards 

 

Kirsty Watson 

 

Covering Manager 

victoriastreet@summersnurseries.com  

tel- 01224 628862 
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